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Garden wall lamp Ovalis 1xGU10 IP44

www.eko-light.com

SIGNS

bar code 5902693768302
Symbol ECO8302

LOGISTICS

base unit pcs
VAT 23%

+1

Width: 68mm

depth: 81mm

Height: 92mm

Power: 1xGU10

Source of light: NO

Replaceable source of light: Yes

Dimmable: Yeah

Voltage: ~230V/ 50Hz

THREAD: GU10

Ingress Protection (IP): IP44

Color: Black

Made of: Aluminum + plastic

Producer: Eco-Light

brand: Eco-Light

CHARACTERISTICS 

The OVALIS collection - minimalism in your garden
The modern OVALIS collection of garden lamps is a proposal that impresses with its minimalist form and maximum functionality. This family includes two black sconces with a
geometric shape, slightly rounded in the front part. The first model has dimensions of 81x92x68 mm with one light source, the second is slightly larger and has a length of 150
millimeters and two light sources.
OVALIS outdoor lamps, produced by the Polish brand EKO-LIGHT, are a perfect solution for any garden, regardless of its size. Due to their simple and subtle form, they will work
best on modern buildings with a lot of windows and without unnecessary decorations on the facade. The lamps must be fitted with GU10 bulbs (not included).
OVALIS lamps can also be successfully mounted on the terrace, in the garden gazebo or carport, as well as on the fence. They will look particularly impressive on aluminum fences
in black or deep graphite.
OVALIS garden lamps - functionality above all
Elegant and stylish OVALIS garden lamps catch the eye with a minimalist form and noble colors, which is why they will be a real decoration of the property. The strength of the
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sconces from this collection is not only their excellent appearance, but also their extraordinary functionality. They are made of the highest quality aluminum and acrylic details,
thanks to which they will last in impeccable condition for many years. The IP44 degree of protection guarantees that the luminaires are tight and their interior is perfectly
protected against external factors such as rain, dust or sand.
The OVALIS garden lamp collection includes:
• Outdoor wall lamp with dimensions of 81/92/68mm EKO8302
• Outdoor wall lamp with dimensions of 81/150/68mm EKO8319


